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Welcome to our world of light artists and  

imagineers, accelerating lighting 

evolution through innovative design, 

simple beauty, sustainable and long 

lasting LED technology.  Our G-Series 

lamps with TrueSparkle™ bring the light 

of life with 90+ CRI and high efficiency in 

exquisite form.  

TrueSparkle is specially developed to 

bring out all the colors, especially the 

under served red.  Red is vital to  

quality lighting: skin tones, art, fabrics, 

and food will appear natural with our 

vibrant white bulbs. 

Illumination Machines doesn’t settle for  

anything less than vibrant white, high CRI 

for our lamps.  A life without vibrant  

color is living without brilliance. 

This focus on brilliant color and vibrant,  

sustainable light sets Illumination 

Machines apart from the LED lighting 

field, giving your lamps high quality 

excellence. 

Vibrant White 

or Color Rendering Index, is a measurement of color with artificial 
light compared to an ideal or natural light source. CRI is measured numerically, 
with 100 being the ideal. Basic fluorescent lights range around 70, while high-
pressure sodium bulbs have a CRI of roughly 25.  Most LED lights have a CRI 
between 70 and 90; it is exceptionally rare in LED lighting to see a CRI above 90, 
especially for vibrant red tones.  

CRI 



 What is 

   TrueSparkle™? 
TrueSparkle™  technology is a revolutionary optical design 

inspired by the delicacy of incandescent bulbs.  With 

Illumination Machines’ innovative engineering and 

artistic talent, we are accelerating the transition to LED 

lighting in decorative applications. TrueSparkle bulbs are 

energy efficient LED light bulbs that are crystal clear while 

turned off, and the vibrant white when turned on. 

This elegant solution of uniform LED omni-directional 

light brings beauty and distinction. Through reflection of 

light in a specially designed glass, Illumination Machines 

provides vibrant light for a world of life.   

Illumination Machines’ G-Series lamps with TrueSparkle™ 

technology are among the best in LED lighting, with 

vibrant omnidirectional light and clear, distinct sparkle. 

TrueSparkle™ is available as G40, G25, and G25 half-

chrome.   



 

G40 

LISTED 

E471568 

Performance Summary 

Light 500 lumens (40W eq) 

Power 8 watts 

CRI 82/95CRI 

CCT 2700/3000K 

Warranty 5 year limited warranty 

Life 25,000 hours 

Dimming Dimmable to 5% with select dimmers 

Dimensions 127x 140mm 

Distribution Omnidirectional 

Technology TrueSparkle™        US patent #8,215,802 



G25 

Performance Summary 

LISTED 

E471568 

Light 500 lumens (40W eq) 

Power 8 watts 

CRI 82/95CRI 

CCT 2700/3000K 

Warranty 5 year limited warranty 

Life 25,000 hours 

Dimming Dimmable to 5% with select dimmers 

Dimensions 75 x 135mm 

Distribution Omnidirectional 

Technology TrueSparkle™        US patent #8,215,802 


